
System X  products are specifically formulated to enable 

application on virtually all dirt and corrosion-prone surfaces 

of your car. That means powerful protection for everything 

from steel and aluminum to leather, vinyl, fabric, and glass.

®

Application Versatility

®
The unique formula of System X  locks in long-lasting beauty with 

ultra-clean surfaces and gloss retention. The result? Greatly reduced 

time and expenses related to ongoing care and maintenance.

Long-Lasting Beauty with Minimal Maintenance

The sun is relentless in its assault on your automobile’s appearance. 

System X  provides maximum UV ray protection for paint, to prevent 

unsightly damage associated with aging and fading colors.

UV Ray Protection

®

From salt to sand, exhaust fumes, pollutants, insect contaminants, 

moisture and UV rays, your automobile is vulnerable to element-

related corrosion. In bonding to the substrate, System X  provides 

a semi-permanent ceramic coating that won’t wash off like wax, 

polish or sealant — ensuring years of paint protection.

®

Protection from Harmful Corrosives

Your vehicle deserves the best

System X Max™ provides super-slick and glossy paint protection 

with previously unachievable levels of durability, hardness, and 

chemical resistance. Thicker than any coating, Max™ is ready to 

protect in the most extreme environments.

Lifetime Warranty - 9H+

CERAMIC NANO COATING

MAX

System X Diamond™ offers Industry-leading levels of gloss and 

slickness with rock-solid durability. Black will appear deeper; red 

will pop with bright reflections; white and silver will appear as if 

dipped in glass.

Lifetime Warranty - 9H+

CERAMIC NANO COATING

DIAMOND ss

6-Year Warranty - 9H+

CERAMIC NANO COATING

PRO

A revolutionary advance in paint protection, System X Pro™ 

Ceramic Coating imparts a durable, color-enhancing gloss that 

protects exterior surfaces for years to come.

System X Glass™ coating protects your windshield, windscreen, 

windows, mirrors, glass headlamps, and other glass surfaces 

from micro scratches while multiplying the surface's 

hydrophobic properties for a two full years.  System X 

Glass™ keeps surfaces cleaner and clearer while improving 

driver visibility.

CERAMIC NANO COATING

GLASS

System X Interior™ creates a high-tech ultra hydrophobic 

protective barrier.  Based on advanced nanotechnology 

to protect your interior - fabric seats, carpet, leather, and vinyl. 

Spills and stains clean up easily. System X Interior™ protects 

while retaining your natural look and feel.

CERAMIC NANO COATING

INTERIOR

System X Revive™ brings plastics and trims back to life and 

protects from future UV fading. Revive™ acts just like our other 

ceramics, providing ultra-hydrophobic properties and 

protection. This product is known to bring out the 

deepest black of factory trim and vehicle plastics.

CERAMIC NANO COATING

REVIVE



System X® Marine Ceramic Protection provides maximum UV ray 

protection for paint, gelcoat, and stainless steel to prevent unsightly 

damage associated with aging and fading colors.

UV Ray Protection

From salt and exhaust to oxidation and sea life contaminants, 

the marine environment is characterized by elements and processes 

that induce corrosion. System X® Marine Ceramic Protection treats 

surfaces like metal and gelcoat with water-resistant properties that 

prevent spotting and make cleaning dirt and debris fast and easy.

A Shield Against Corrosives

System X® Marine Ceramic Protection is highly effective on a variety 

of surfaces. Imparting a high gloss and bringing out the full luster and 

sheen of your boat’s finish. Through its hydrophobic properties, 

you’re assured cleaning can be done easily without the use of 

abrasive chemicals and detergents. Save time and preserve your 

vessel with System X® Marine Protection.

High Gloss and Application Versatility

System X® Marine Ceramic Protection registers over 9H on the 

industry’s hardness scale — equating to a coating hardness that 

provides an exceptional level of paint protection.

Highest Degree of Hardness

Your watercraft deserves the best

System X Glass™ coating protects your windshield, windscreen, 

windows, mirrors, glass headlamps, and other glass surfaces from 

micro scratches while multiplying the surface's hydrophobic 

properties for a two full years. System X Glass™ keeps surfaces 

cleaner and clearer while improving visibility.

GLASS
CERAMIC GLASS COATING

Providing extreme hardness and resilience for boats and water 

vessels of all kinds, System X Xtreme Super Slick™ Ceramic Nano 

Coating is our most effective coating for protection against friction, 

heat, and solvents. Incorporating the industry’s most durable ceramic 

technology, it offers years of protection against salt water, with no 

yellowing, cracking, peeling, or delaminating.

5-Year Warranty - 9H+

XTREME s
s

SUPER SLICK CERAMIC COATING

System X Max™ provides super-slick and glossy gelcoat protection 

with previously unachievable levels of durability, hardness, and 

chemical resistance. Thicker than any coating, Max™ is ready to 

protect in the most extreme marine environments.

5-Year Warranty - 9H+

MAX
CERAMIC NANO COATING

INTERIOR
CARPET, FABRIC, LEATHER & VINYL

System X Interior™ creates a high-tech ultra hydrophobic protective 

barrier. Based on advanced nanotechnology to protect your interior 

- fabric seats, carpet, leather, and vinyl. Spills, stains, and water clean 

up easily. System X Interior™ protects while retaining your natural 

look and feel.



From soot and hydrocarbon buildup to UV ray aging, moisture erosion 

and pollutant damage, your aircraft is vulnerable to numerous types of 

element-related corrosion. In bonding to the substrate, System X® 

Aviation Ceramic Protection provides a extremely durable ceramic 

coating that won’t wash off — thereby ensuring long-lasting clean 

surfaces and gloss retention, as well as years of paint protection.

Protection from Harmful Environmental Elements

System X® Aviation Ceramic Protection improves laminar flow and 

reduces drag, for increased fuel efficiency.

Enhanced Performance in Keeping your Aircraft Clean

The unique formula of System X® Aviation Ceramic Coatings brings 

out the full luster and sheen of your aircraft's finish and extends paint 

life. The result? Greatly reduced cleaning and repainting expenses.

Long-Lasting Beauty with Minimal Maintenance

System X® Aviation Ceramic Protection can be applied to all of 

your aircraft’s painted exterior surfaces, including composites. By 

permanently bonding to the paintwork on a nano-level, an extremely 

durable, crystal clear ceramic finish is formed which serves as a highly 

thwarting contaminate barrier.

Application Versatility

Your aircraft deserves the best

System X Glass™ coating protects your aircraft windshield, cabin 

windows, and other glass surfaces from micro scratches while 

multiplying the surface's hydrophobic properties for up to 2 years. 

System X Glass™ keeps surfaces cleaner and clearer while 

improving visibility.

GLASS
CERAMIC GLASS COATING

System X Xtreme Super Slick™ is a highly durable and resistant 

coating perfect for landing gear and leading edges. This high heat, 

salt, UV, and alkali resistant coating is our best performer in the 

toughest of conditions. It's super-slick properties complement it's 

extreme protection and enhanced gloss and shine.

XTREME s
s

SUPER SLICK CERAMIC COATING

Our premier aeronautics coating, System X Diamond SS™ Ceramic Nano 

Coating offers a full 2 years of protection in the harsh aeronautics environment 

— helping to minimize the corrosive effects of everything from acid rain to bird 

lime, solvents, deicing solutions, exhaust fumes, friction, and heat. It is a proven 

performer in the coating industry, having passed rigid Boeing approval testing 

and demonstrated temperature tolerances that exceed 1,000 degrees.

2-Year Warranty - 9H+

DIAMOND s
s

CERAMIC NANO COATING

System X Interior™ creates a high-tech ultra hydrophobic protective 

barrier. Based on advanced nanotechnology to protect your 

interior - fabric seats, carpet, leather, and vinyl. Spills, stains, and 

water clean up easily. System X Interior™ protects while retaining 

your natural look and feel.

INTERIOR
CARPET, FABRIC, LEATHER & VINYL


